In this paper we use information-theoretic measures to provide a theory and tools to analyze the flow of information from a discrete, multivariate source of information X to a discrete, multivariate sink of information Y joined by a distribution P XY . The first contribution is a decomposition of the maximal potential entropy of (X, Y ) that we call a balance equation, that can also be split into decompositions for the entropies of X and Y respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Information-related considerations are often cursorily invoked in many machine learning applications sometimes to suggest why a system or procedure is seemingly better than another at a particular task. In this paper we set out to ground on measurable evidence phrases such as "this transformation retains more information from the data" or "this learning method uses better the information from the data than this other."
To fix notation, let X = {X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a set of discrete random variables with joint multivariate distribution not matter what particular transformation is carried out in the block. Rather, we are interested in whether all of the "relevant" information extant in X is transferred to Y . This imposes a net flow of information "through" the distribution P XY from X, conceived as an input, to Y , considered as an output 1 .
This kind of block may represent, for instance, a PCA, ICA or any other unsupervised transformation method, in which case the "relevance" must be supplied by a heuristic principle, e.g. least reconstruction error on some test data, etc. But it may also represent a supervised transformation method-for instance, X are the feature instances and Y are the (multi)labels or classes in a classification task-Y may be the activation signals of the convolutional neural network trained using an implicit target signal, in which case, the "relevance" is supplied by the conformance to the supervisory signal.
We will try to provide a solution to this problem using the relatively new framework of entropy balance equations and their related entropy triangles. For instance, it is well-proven that when n = |X| = |Y | = l = 1 we can evaluate the effectiveness of any "transformation" by measuring the transfer of information from single input to single output using the well-known measures dating back to Shannon but considering an extended relation between them in the form of a balance equation for their joint entropy [1] ,
where U X and U Y are the uniform distributions on the supports of P X and P Y , respectively, and the information theoretic quantities are: a) the divergence with respect to uniformity, ∆H P X ·P Y , between the joint distribution where P X and P Y are independent and the uniform distributions with the same cardinality of events as P X and P Y , b) the mutual information, M I P XY [2, 3] , quantifying the strength of the stochastic binding between P X and P Y , and c) the variation of information, V I P XY [4] , that embodies the residual entropy not used in binding the variables. As an example application in machine learning, if X represents the class of some data samples and Y their predicted class in a multi-class classification task, we can information-theoretically assess the classifier that carried out the prediction [5] . Furthermore, this assessment can be carried out interactively in a flavor of Exploratory Data Analysis with a ternary plot diagram called the Channel Bivariate Entropy Triangle (CBET). We will briefly present the theory behind this case and some typical applications in Section II-A. 1 If we focus on the entropy transferred from any possible input to any possible output it is pertinent to call P XY an INFORMATION CHANNEL.
The capitals help here realize that we are considering a metaphor for the joint distribution. Some others may claim that the joint distribution is a MODEL for the channel, while the random vectors are MODELS for input and output.
July 6, 2018 DRAFT But for multivariate input x and output y random vectors, in general, we need the multivariate generalizations of these information-theoretic measures ∆H P X ·P Y , M I P XY , and V I P XY , an issue that is not free of contention. With this purpose in mind, we review the best-known multivariate generalizations of mutual information in Section II-B.
In this paper we try and generalize this previous situation -single-input single-output (SISO) blocks (X, Y ) ∼ P XY -to a proper multivariate multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) data transformation block described by its joint distribution (X, Y ) ∼ P XY . As a first result we develop a balance equation for the joint distribution P XY and related representation in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. But we are also able to obtain split equations for the input and output multivariate sources only tied by an analogue of mutual information, much as in the SISO case.
Next as an instance of usage, in Section III-C we analyze the transfer of information in an instance of Principal Component Analysis and Independent Component Analysis applied to the well known Anderson's iris dataset. We conclude with a discussion of the tools in light of this applications in Section III-D.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We will try to build a solution to our problem by finding the minimum common multiple, so to speak, of our previous solutions to the SISO block and the multivariate source cases, to be described next.
A. The Channel Bivariate Entropy Balance Equation and Triangle
A solution to conceptualizing and visualizing the transmission of information through a channel where input and output are reduced to a single variable, that is with |X| = 1 and |Y | = 1 , was presented in [1] and later extended in [5] . For this case we use simply X and Y to describe the random variables and Figure 2 .(a) depicts a classical information-diagram (i-diagram) [6, 7] of an entropy decomposition around P XY to which we have included the exterior boundaries arising from entropy balance equation as we will show later. Three crucial regions can be observed:
• The divergence with respect to uniformity, ∆H P X ·P Y , between the joint distribution where P X and P Y are independent and the uniform distributions with the same cardinality of events as P X and P Y ,
that shows how imbalanced the data and results are.
• The mutual information, M I P XY [2, 3] , quantifies the force of the stochastic binding between P X and P Y , "towards the outside",
but also "towards the inside"
• The variation of information, V I P XY [4] , embodies the residual entropy, not used in binding the variables, Then, we may write the following entropy balance equation between the entropies of X and Y :
where the bounds are easily obtained from distributional considerations [1] . If we normalize (1) by the overall entropy H U X ·U Y we obtain
Equation (6) is the 2-simplex in normalized ∆H P X ·P Y × 2MI P XY × VI P XY space. Each joint distribution P XY can be characterized by its joint entropy fractions, Considering (1) and the composition of the quantities in it we can actually decompose the the equation into two split balance equations,
with the obvious limits. These can be each normalized by H U X , respectively H U Y , leading to the 2-simplex equations
Since these are also equations on a 2-simplex, we can actually represent the coordinates
and
in the same triangle side by side the original F (P XY ), whereby the representation seems to split in two.
1) Application: the evaluation of multiclass classification: This can be used to visualize the performance of supervised classifiers in a straightforward manner: consider the contingency matrix of a classifier C on a supervised classification task T given the random variable of true class labels K ∼ P K and that of predicted labels K ∼ P K July 6, 2018 DRAFT Fig. 3 . The application of CBET to multiclass classification. The classifier is trained to predict labels K from the true emitted labels K. coordinates, see below) and none of the callouts for specific types of classifiers (from [5] ). The callouts situated in the center of the sides of the triangle apply to the whole side.
that now play the role of P X and P Y as depicted in Figure 3 . Properly normalized, this matrix can be conceived as a joint distribution P K K between the random variables, so that the entropy triangle for P K K produces valuable information about the actual classifier used to solve the task [1, 8] , and even the theoretical limits of the task -for instance, whether it can be solved in a trustworthy manner by classification technology, and with what effectiveness.
The CBET acts, in this case, as an exploratory data analysis tool for visual assessment, as shown in Figure 4 . The success of this approach in the bivariate, supervised classification case is a strong hint that the multivariate extension will likewise be useful for other machine learning tasks. See [5] for a thorough explanation of this procedure.
B. Quantities around the Multivariate Mutual Information
The main hurdle for a multivariate extension of the balance equation (1) and the CBET is the multivariate generalization of binary mutual information, since it quantifies the information transport from input to output in the bivariate case, and is also crucial for the decoupling of (1) into the split balance equations (7) . For this reason, we next review the different "flavors" of information measures describing sets of more than two variables looking for these two properties.
Note that two different situations can be clearly distinguished whether the random variables
• all form part of the same set X and we are looking at information transfer within this set, or
• are partitioned into two different sets X and Y and we are looking at information transfer between these sets. July 6, 2018 DRAFT An up-to-date review of multivariate information measures in both situations is [9] that follows the interesting methodological point from [10] of calling information those measures which involve amounts of entropy shared by multiple variables and entropies those that do not 2 .
Since i-diagrams are a powerful tool to visualize the interaction of distributions in the bivariate case, we will also try to use them for sets of random variables. For multivariate generalizations of mutual information as seen in the i-diagrams, the following caveats apply:
• Their multivariate generalization is only warranted when signed measures of probability are considered, since it is well-known that some of these "areas" can be negative, contrary to geometric intuitions on this respect.
• We should retain the bounding rectangles that appear when considering the most entropic distributions with similar support to the ones being graphed [1] . This is the sense of the bounding rectangles in Figures 5 . (a) and 5.(b).
(a) Extended entropy diagram of a trivariate distribution (from [11] ). With great insight, the authors of [10] point out that some of the multivariate information measures stem from focusing in a particular property of the bivariate mutual information and generalize it to the multivariate setting.
The properties in question are:
Regarding the first situation of a vector of random variables X ∼ P X , let Π X = n i=1 P Xi be the (jointly) independent distribution with similar marginals to P X . To picture this (virtual) distribution consider Figure 5 . (a) depicting an i-diagram for X = [X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. Then Π X = P X1 · P X2 · P X3 is the inner rectangle containing both green areas. The different extensions of mutual information that concentrate on different properties are:
• the total correlation [12] , integration [13] or multiinformation [14] is a generalization of (3), represented by the green area outside H P X .
• the dual total correlation [15, 16] or interaction complexity [17] is a generalization of (4), represented by the
• the interaction information [18] , multivariate mutual information [19] or co-information [20] is the generalization of (9), the total amount of information to which all variables contribute.
It is represented by the inner convex area (within the dual total correlation), but note that it may in fact be negative for n > 2 [21] .
• the local exogenous information [10] or the bound information [22] is the addition of the total correlation and the dual total correlation
Some of these generalizations of the multivariate case were used in [11, 22] to develop a similar technique as the CBET but applied to analyzing the information content of data sources. For this purpose, it was necessary to define for every random variable a residual entropy H P X i |X c i -where X c i = X \ {X i }-which is not explained by the information provided by the other variables. We call residual information [10] or (multivariate) variation of information [4, 22] a generalization of the same quantity in the bivariate case, the sum of these quantities across the set of random variables:
Then the variation of information can easily be seen to consist of the sum of the red areas in Figure 5 .(a) and amounts to information peculiar to each variable.
The main question regarding this issue is which-if any-of these generalizations of bivariate mutual information are adequate for an analogue of the entropy balance equations and triangles. Note that all of these generalizations consider X a homogeneous set of variables, and none consider the partitioning of the variables in X into two subsets, for instance to distinguish between input and output ones, so the answer cannot be straightforward. This issue is clarified in Section III-A.
III. RESULTS
We are trying to find a decomposition of the entropies around characterizing a joint distribution P XY between ramdom vectors X and Y in ways analogous to those of (1) but considering multivariate input and output. Our main results are in complete analogy to those of the binary case, but with the flavour of the multivariate case.
A. The Aggregate and Split Channel Multivariate Balance Equation
Consider the modified information diagram of Figure 5 .(b) highlighting entropies for some distributions around P XY . When we distinguish two random vectors in the set of variables X and Y , a proper multivariate generalization of the variation of information V I P XY in (5) is
It represents the addition of the information in X not shared with Y and vice-versa, as captured by the red area in Figure 5 .(b). Note that since this is the addition of two entropies it is a non-negative quantity.
Next, consider U XY , the uniform distribution over the supports of X and Y , and P X × P Y , the distribution created with the marginals of P XY considered independent. Then, we may define a multivariate divergence with respect to uniformity-in analogy to (2)-as
This is the yellow area in Figure 5 . (b) representing the divergence of the virtual distribution P X × P Y with respect to uniformity. The virtuality comes from the fact that this distribution does not properly exist in the context being studied. Rather, it only appears in the extreme situation that the marginals of P XY are independent.
Furthermore, recall that both the total entropy of the uniform distribution and the divergence from uniformity factor into individual equalities H U X U Y = H U X + H U Y -since uniform joint distributions always have independent marginals-and H P X ×P Y = H P X + H P Y . Therefore (16) admits splitting as ∆H P X ×P Y = ∆H P X + ∆H P Y where
Now, both U X and U X are the most entropic distributions definable in the support of X whence both ∆H P X and ∆H P Y are non-negative, as is their addition.
These generalizations are straightforward and intuitively mean what we expect them to agree with the intuitions provided by the CBET. We would like to find now a quantity that fulfills the same role as the (bivariate) mutual information.
The first property that we would like to have is for this quantity to be a "remanent information" after conditioning away any of the entropy of either partition, so we propose the following as a definition:
represented by the inner green area in the i-diagram of Figure 5 .
(b).
This can easily be "refocused" on each of the subsets of the partition:
Lemma 1. Let P XY be a discrete joint distribution. Then
Proof. Recalling that the conditional entropies are easily related to the joint entropy by the chain rule H P XY =
July 6, 2018 DRAFT This property introduces the notion that this information is within each of X and Y independently but mutually induced. It is easy to see that this quantity appears once again in the i-diagram:
Lemma 2. Let P XY be a discrete joint distribution. Then
Proof. Considering the entropy decomposition of P X × P Y :
In other words, this is the quantity of information required to bind P X and P Y ; equivalently, it is the amount of information lost from P X × P Y to achieve the binding in P XY . Pictorially, this is the outermost green area in , and it must be non-negative, since P X × P Y is more entropic than P XY . Notice that (18) and (19) are the analogues of (10) and (11), respectively, but with the flavor of (3) and (4).
This not-so-misterious quantity must be the multivariate mutual information of P XY as per the Kullback-Leibler divergence definition:
Lemma 3. Let P XY be a discrete joint distribution. Then
Proof. This is an easy manipulation.
after a step of marginalization and considering (4).
With these relations we can state our first theorem: Theorem 1. Let P XY be a discrete joint distribution. Then the following decomposition holds: (18) and (20) we obtain:
Recall that each quantity is non-negative by (15) , (16) and (21), so the only things left to be proven are the limits for each quantity in the decomposition. For that purpose, consider the following clarifying conditions, 1) X marginal uniformity when H P X = H U X , Y marginal uniformity when H P Y = H U Y and marginal uniformity when both conditions coocur.
2) Marginal independence, when P XY = P X × P Y .
3) Y determines X when H P X|Y = 0, X determines Y when H P Y |X = 0 and mutual determination, when both conditions hold.
Notice that these conditions are independent of each other and that each fixex the value of one of the quantities in the balance:
• for instance, in case H P X = H U X then ∆H P X = 0 after (17) . Similarly, if
Hence when marginal uniformity holds, we have ∆H P XY = 0.
• Similarly, when marginal independence holds, we see that I P X|Y = 0 from (20) . Otherwise stated, H P X|Y = H P X and H P Y |X = H P Y .
• Finally, if mutual determination holds-that is to say the variables in either set are deterministic functions of those of the other set-by the definition of the multivariate variation of information, we have V I P X|Y = 0.
Therefore, these three conditions fix the lower bounds for their respectively related quantities. Likewise, the upper bounds hold when two of the conditions hold at the same time. This is easily seen invoking the previously found balance equation (23):
• For instance, if marginal uniformity holds, then ∆H P XY = 0 . But if marginal independence also holds, then
• But if both marginal uniformity and mutual determination hold, then we have ∆H P XY = 0 and V I P XY = 0 so that I P XY = H U X ×U Y .
• Finally, if both mutual determination and marginal indepence holds, then a fortiori
This concludes the proof.
Notice how the bounds also allow an interpretation similar to that of (1). In particular, the interpretation of the conditions for actual joint distributions will be taken again in Section III-B.
The next question is whether the balance equation also admits splitting.
Theorem 2. Let P XY be a discrete joint distribution. Then the Channel Multivariate Entropy Balance equation can be split as:
Proof. We prove (24) : the proof of (25) is similar mutatis mutandis.
In a similar way as for (22), we have that H U X = ∆H P X + H P X . By introducing the value of H P X from (19) we obtain the decomposition of H U X of (24).
These quantities are non-negative, as mentioned. Next consider the X marginal uniformity condition applied to the input vector introduced in the proof of Theorem 1. Clearly, ∆H X = 0. Marginal independence, again, is the 
Marginal Independence
(a) Schematic CMET with a formal interpretation 
(b) Schematic split CMET with a formal interpretation On the other hand, when we put together any two of these conditions, we obtain the upper bound for the unspecified variable: so, if ∆H P X = 0 and I P XY = 0 then H P X|Y = H P X = H U X . Also, if I P XY = 0 and H P X|Y = 0, then H P X = H P X|Y = 0 and ∆H P X = H U X − 0 . Finally, if H P X|Y = 0 and ∆H P X = 0, then
B. Visualizations: From i-Diagrams to Entropy Triangles
1) The Channel Multivariate Entropy triangle: As in the case of the CBET, we need the equation of a simplex to represent the information balance of a multivariate transformation. For that purpose, as in (6) we may normalize by the overall entropy H U X ×U Y to obtain the equation of the 2-simplex in multivariate entropic space,
The de Finetti diagram of this equation then provides the aggregated Channel Multivariate Entropy Triangle, CMET.
A formal graphical assessment of multivariate joint distribution with the CMET is fairly simple using the schematic in Fig. 6 .(a) and the conditions of Theorem 1:
• The lower side of the triangle with I P XY = 0, affected of marginal independence P XY = P X × P Y , is the locus of partitioned joint distributions who do not share information between the two blocks X and Y .
• The right side of the triangle with V I P XY = 0, described with mutual determination
is the locus of partitioned joint distributions whose groups do not carry supplementary information to that provided by the other group.
• The left sidewith ∆H P XY = 0, describing distributions with uniform marginals P X = U X and P Y = U Y , is the locus of partitioned joint distributions that offer as much potential information for transformations as possible.
Based on these characterizations we can attach interpretations to other regions of the CMET:
• If we want a transformation from X to Y to be faithful, then we want to maximize the information used for mutual determination I P XY → 1, equivalently, minimize at the same time the divergence from uniformity ∆H P XY → 0 and the information that only pertains to each of the blocks in the partition V I P XY → 0. So the coordinates of a faithful partitioned joint distribution will lay close to the apex of the triangle.
• However, if the coordinates of a distribution lay close to the left vertex V I P XY → 1, then it shows marginal uniformity ∆H P XY → 0 but shares little or no information between the blocks I P XY → 0, hence it must be a randomizing transformation.
• Distributions whose coordinates lay close to the right vertex ∆H P XY → 1 are essentially deterministic and in that sense carry no information I P XY → 0, V I P XY → 0. Indeed in this instance there does not seem to exist a transformation, whence we call them rigid.
These qualities are annotated on the vertices of the schematic CMET of Fig. 6 .(a). Note that different applications may call for partitioned distributions with different qualities and the one used above is pertinent when the partitioned joint distributions models a transformation of X into Y or vice-versa.
2) Normalized Split Channel Multivariate Balance Equations:
With a normalization similar to that from (7) to (8), (24) and (25) naturally lead to 2-simplex equations normalizing by H U X and H U Y , respectively
Note that the quantities ∆H P X and ∆H P Y have been independently motivated and named redundancies [23, § 2.4].
These are actually two different representations for each of the two blocks in the partitioned joint distribution.
Using the fact that they share one coordinate-I P XY -and the rest are analogues-∆ H P X and ∆ H P Y on one side, and H P X|Y and H P Y |X on the other-we can represent both equations at the same time in a single de Finetti diagram. We call this representation the split Channel Multivariate Entropy Triangle, an schema of which can be seen in Fig. 6.(b) . The qualifying "split" then refers to the fact that each partitioned joint distribution appears as two points in the diagram. Note the double annotation in the left and bottom coordinates implying that there are two different diagrams overlapping.
Conventionally, the point referring to the X block described by (27) is represented with a cross, while the point referring to the Y block described by (28) is represented with a circle as will be noted in Figure 8 .
The formal interpretation of this split diagram with the conditions of Theorem 1 follows that of the aggregated CMET but considering only one block at a time, for instance, for X: .
• The lower side of the triangle is interpreted as before.
• The right side of the triangle is the locus of the partitioned joint distribution whose X block is completely determined by the Y block, that is, H P X|Y = 0.
• The left side of the triangle ∆H P X = 0 is the locus of those partitioned joint distributions whose X marginal is uniform P X = U X .
The interpretation is analogue for Y mutatis mutandis.
The purpose of this representation is to investigate the formal conditions separately on each block. However, for this split representation we have to take into consideration that the normalizations may not be the same, that is
A full example of the interpretation of both types of diagrams, the CMET and the split CMET is provided in the next Section in the context of an application.
C. Example application: data transformation analysis
In this Section we present an application of the results obtained above to the analysis of the information transmission through specific instances of data transformation procedures. Data tranformation is an ubiquitous step in machine learning whereby available data-e.g. the observations in the dataset X-gets transformed into another data with "better" characteristics-the transformed feature vectors Y . These characteristics may be representational power, independence between individual dimensions, etc. Note, for example, that the feature mappings that take place in each of the layers an Artificial Neural Network are an example of learned data transformations.
Consider the conceptual schema in Figure 7 describing a supervised classification task where X represents the random vector of observations or features, K is the random variable of the true class,K represents the random variable of the guessed class and Y represents a random vector of transformed observations. The latter are the input to the actual classifier so its choice is typically dictated by the chosen technology or algorithm for the classifier.
An extended practice in supervised classification is to explore different transformations of the observations and then evaluate such different approaches on different classifiers for a particular task [24] . Instead of this "in the loop" evaluation-that conflates the evaluation of the transformation and the classification-we will use the CMET to evaluate only the transformation. In particular we will evaluate the use of Principal Component Analysis PCA [25] and Independent Component Analysis ICA [26] which have, purportedly, different aims.
PCA is a staple technique in statistical data analysis and machine learning based in the Singular Value Decomposition of the data matrix to obtain projections along the singular vectors that account for its variance in decreasing We first notice that all the points for X lie on a line parallel to the left side of the triangle and their average transmitted information is increasing, parallel to a decrease in remanent information. Indeed, the redundancy
is the same regardless of the choice of Y i . The monotonic increase with the number of features selected i in average transmitted information I P XY i =
in (27) corresponds to the monotonic increase in absolute transmitted information I P XY i : for a given input set of features X, the more output features are selected, the higher the mutual information between input and output. This is the basis of the effectiveness of the feature-selection procedure.
Regarding the points for Y i , note that the absolute transmitted information also appears in the average (with respect to Y i ) transmitted information as I P XY i =
in (28) . While I P XY i increases with i, as mentioned, we actually see a monotonic decrease in I P XY i . The reason for this is the rapidly increasing value of the denominator H U Y i as we select more and more features.
Finally, notice how these two tendencies are conflated in the aggregate plot for the XY i that shows a lopsided, inverted U pattern, peaking before i reaches its maximum. This suggests that if we balance aggregated transmitted information against number of features selected-the complexity of the representation-in the search for a faithful representation, the average transmitted information is the quantity to optimize, that is, the mutual determination between the two feature sets. With the present framework the question of which transformation is "better" for this dataset can be given content and rephrased as which transformation transmits more information on average on this dataset, and also, importantly, whether the aggregate information available in the dataset is being transmitted by either of these methods. This is explored in Figure 9 where, for reference, we have included a point for the (deterministic) transformation of the logarithm, the cross, giving an idea of what an information-lossless transformation can achieve that consequently appears on the right side of the triangle implying mutual determination between X and Y . The first interesting observation is that neither technique is transmitting all of the information in the database, which can be gleaned from the fact that both feature sets "1 4"-when all the features available have been selected-are well below the star. This clearly follows the data processing inequality, but is still surprising since transformations like ICA and PCA are extensively used and considered to work well in practice. In this instance it can only be explained by the dimensionality reduction achieved.
Actually, the observations in the CMET actually suggest that the best we can aim is at maintaining the average transmitted information per feature and this can be done by selecting up to two features in the case of ICA, and up to three in the case of PCA. Referring back to Figure 8 we can see that this leaves almost half of the aggregate information out of the transformed features.
D. Discussion
The development of the multivariate case is quite parallel to the bivariate case. An important point to realize is that the multivariate mutual information between two different random vectors I P XY is the proper generalization for the usual mutual information I P XY in the bivariate case, rather than the more complex alternatives used in multivariate sources [11] . Indeed properties (18) and (20) are crucial in transporting the structure and intuitions built from the bivariate channel entropy triangle to the multivariate one, of which the former is a proper instance.
This was not the case with stochastic sources of information [11] .
The crucial quantities in the balance equation and the triangle have been independently motivated by other works. First, multivariate mutual information is fundamental in Information Theory, and we already mentioned the redundancy ∆H P X [23] . We also mentioned the input-entropy normalized I P XY used as a standalone assessment measure in intrusion detection [29] . Perhaps the least known quantity in the paper was the variation of information.
Despite being inspired by the concept proposed by Meila [4] , to the best of our knowledge it is completely new in the multivariate setting. However, the underlying concepts of conditional or remanent entropies have proved time and again their utility. All of the above is indirect proof that the quantities studied in this paper are significant, and the existence of a balance equation binding them together, a welcome surprise.
The normalizations involved in (6) and (26)-respectively, (8), (27) and ( Finally, note that the application presented in Section III-C above, although principled in the framework presented here, is not a systematic approach to analyzing transformations. For that, a wider selection of data transformation approaches and many more datasets should be assessed. Furthermore, the feature selection process used the "filter" approach which for supervised tasks seems suboptimal. Future work will address this issue as well as how the technique developed here relates to the end-to-end assessment presented in [5] and the source characterization technique of [11] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have provided the theory and some tools on how to calculate and visualize the entropies and information transferred from a multivariate source of information X to a multivariate sink of information Y related by a joint distribution P XY . For that purpose we have generalized a similar previous theory and visualization tools for bivariate sources greatly extending the applicability of the results.
To carry out this extension we had to look into the multivariate version of mutual information. First we obtained a balance equation of Shannon-type entropies involving the multivariate mutual information I P XY , the redundancies of the random vectors ∆H P X and ∆H P Y and the variation of information V I P XY . When properly normalized, this leads to a visualization diagram in the form of a de Finetti diagram to represent instances of joint distributions.
Finally we tested the technique in the problem of quantifying the transference of information in data transformations, an ubiquitous procedure in data analysis. We believe this is a fruitful approach e.g. for the assessment of learning systems and foresee a bevy of applications to come.
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